VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Seat
06164520600

Saddle seat (W:43xD:35 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06164520671

Saddle seat (W:43xD:35 cm) Phoenix Black YP009

Saddle seat provides a natural swaying in the back and an open, active hip
angle and an ergonomic sitting position.

Seat
06384520600

Saddle seat small (W:39xD:30 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06384520671

Saddle seat small (W:39xD:30 cm) Phoenix Black YP
009

06180712600

Delta seat (W:46xD:35 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06180712671

Delta seat (W:46xD:35 cm) Phoenix Black YP009

Seat

Short thick seat pad that supports and stabilizes the user.

Seat
06190720600

Midi seat (W:40xD:35 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06190720671

Midi seat (W:40xD:35 cm) Phoenix Black YP009

Curved seat with a forward edge that ensures that the user is given a
certain distance between the feet,
and by that an active, stable and straight-sitting position. Good for standing
work.
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Seat
06420712600

Kap seat (W:46xD:35 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06420712609

Kap seat (W:46xD:35 cm) Zoom 609 Grey

Short seat with a raised lip so that the user does not feel like sliding down
from the seat when tilted forward.

KAP seat is only available in fabric Zoom

Seat
06012620600

Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

06012620671

Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm) Phoenix black

Shaped seat with thick pad and rounded front. This seat is especially
suitable for users with short thighs and the need for a wide seat.
The user has a good seating comfort, while the rounded front of the seat
ensures good blood circulation to the legs.

Cover for seat
46101666

Cover for Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm) Jersey black

46218666

Cover for Delta seat (W:46xD:35 cm), Jersey black

46219666

Cover for Midi seat (W:40xD:35 cm) Jersey black

46242666

Cover for Kap seat (W:46xD:35 cm), Jersey black
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Cover for seat
46401664

Incontinence cover for Ergo seat (W:46xD:40 cm)
DECU-TEX 664 black

46418664

Incontinence cover for Delta seat (W:46xD:35 cm)
DECU-TEX 664 black

46442664

Incontinence cover for Kap seat (W:46xD:35 cm)
DECU-TEX 664 black

46519664

Incontinence cover for Midi seat (W:40xD:35 cm)
DECU-TEX 664 black

08015111600

Ergo backrest (W:38xH:22 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

08015111671

Ergo backrest (W:38xH:22 cm) Phoenix black

Backrest

Small curved backrest with thick cushion that provides good lumbar
support.
The backrest is low and gives the user free movement of the back,
shoulders and arms of different activities.

Backrest
08485120600

Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Zoom 600 Stone

08485120671

Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Phoenix black

Medium curved backrest with thick pad that gives a good and flexible
support for the lumbar spine.
The Y-backrest is a low backrest that gives off mobility of the back,
shoulders and arms of different activities.
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Cover for backrest
47101666

Cover for Ergo backrest (W:38xH:22 cm) Jersey black

47148666

Cover for Y backrest (W:37xH:30 cm) Jersey black

For all backs, seats and covers, other colors and fabrics may be selected
from color cards

Armrest complete with bar and
pad
1024431003

Ergon armrests with P.U. pad 8x26cm, Rh. 410mm bar black Metallic

1114431003

Ergon armrests with P.U. pad 8x26cm, Lh. 410mm bar black Metallic
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Footring
927319

Foldable footring Salsa incl. H3 frame

Can be fitted on existing chair

Footring
927320

Foldable footring Salsa f. H3 frame - complete

Can not be fitted on existing chair
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Brake
925936

Footbrake Rs. for Tango/ Salsa/ Hip Hop

926764

Extension bar f/ brake stick w/ball

926877

T-brake lever w/ball

Brake

Brake

Extend the brake bar if you have limited mobility in shoulder/upper body

Gas spring
093035100

Gas spring 350 N 100 mm black

093035150

Gas spring 350 N 150 mm black
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VELA SALSA SERIES ACCESSORIES
Gas spring
093030210

Gas spring 300 N for chair with no seat rotation, 200
mm black

093030260

Gas spring 300 N for chair with no seat rotation, 260
mm black
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